Salt And Pepper Shakers: Identification And Values (Salt & Pepper Shakers)
This handy guide to salt & pepper shakers by Helene Guarnaccia provides detailed photographs, complete descriptions, interesting facts, and current values for thousands of collectible shakers. Over 300 photos fill this first 5.5 X 8.5 identification & value guide. 1999 values. 

AUTHORBIO: Helene Guarnaccia has been interested in antiques for many years. When her children were young and she taught Spanish, she enjoyed going to antique shows and flea markets, furnishing her home in period items. In the 1980s, Helene became an antiques dealer and has written four books on Salt & Pepper Shakers for Collector Books, which have sold over 100,000 copies. She also co-authored a book on Handkerchiefs in 2003. 

REVIEW: This book continues to be a proven seller and is reprinted with updated values. It provides an excellent overview of postcard collecting, with the work of many different artists shown, some publishers, and other categories. Categories include Christmas, Indians, World War I, Advertising, Harrison Fisher, Novelty, Blacks, and Political.
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Customer Reviews
This little book is a great tool for quick reference. The pictures are great and all in colors. Short comments. If you need more detailed info: try Melva Davern’s books, also great pictures but a little more history.

This book is for enthusiasts only, useless as a research guide for investment collectors or antique
The book does not give any information at all about manufacturer, production years, materials and methods of production, production volumes, or other information needed to describe an item and establish its vintage. The "identifications" are merely descriptions of what we can plainly see in the included photos of the author's collection. After reading it, I still have no idea what the included "values" are based on.

all the books i purchased had many of the same shakers and many did not have the prices and many were dated

Not what I expected, Didn't help me at all with my Collection
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